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The GMO debate is over; GM crops must be
immediately outlawed; Monsanto halted from
threatening humanity

Friday, September 21, 2012

by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger

Editor of NaturalNews.com (See all articles...)
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(NaturalNews) The GMO debate is over. There is no

longer any legitimate, scientific defense of growing

GM crops for human consumption. The only people

still clinging to the outmoded myth that "GMOs are

safe" are scientific mercenaries with financial ties to

Monsanto and the biotech industry.

GMOs are an anti-human technology. They threaten

the continuation of life on our planet. They are a far

worse threat than terrorism, or even the threat of

nuclear war.

As a shocking new study has graphically shown,

GMOs are the new thalidomide . When rats eat

GM corn, they develop horrifying tumors. Seventy

percent of females die prematurely, and virtually all

of them suffer severe organ damage from consuming

GMO. These are the scientific conclusions of the first

truly "long-term" study ever conducted on GMO

consumption in animals, and the findings are

absolutely horrifying. (See pictures of rats with tumors, below.)

What this reveals is that genetic engineering turns FOOD into POISON.

Remember thalidomide? Babies being born with no arms and other heart-breaking deformities?

Thalidomide was pushed as "scientific" and "FDA approved." The same lies are now being told about

GMO: they're safe. They're nutritious. They will feed the world!

But the real science now coming out tells a different picture: GMOs may be creating an entire

generation of cancer victims who have a frighteningly heightened risk of growing massive mammary

gland tumors caused by the consumption of GM foods. We are witnessing what may turn out to be the

worst and most costly blunder in the history of western science : the mass poisoning of billions

of people with a toxic food crop that was never properly tested in the first place.

Remember: GMOs are an anti-human technology. And those who promote them are, by definition,

enemies of humankind.

GMOs are unfit for human consumption

The evidence keeps emerging, day after day, that GMOs are absolutely and without question unfit for

human consumption. France has already launched an investigation that may result in the nation

banning GM corn imports. It's already illegal to grow genetically modified crops in France, but the

nation still allows GMO imports, meaning France still allows its citizens to be poisoned by imported GM

corn grown in America.

The GMO industry, not surprisingly, doesn't want any independent research conducted on GMOs.

They don't want long-term feeding trials, and they most certainly do not want studies conducted by

scientists they can't control with financial ties.
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What they want is to hide GMOs in products by making sure they're not listed on the labels. Hence

the biotech industry's opposition to Proposition 37 (www.CArighttoknow.org).

The tactics of the biotech industry are:

• HIDE genetically modified ingredients in foods

• FALSIFY the research to claim GMOs are safe

• MANIPULATE the scientific debate by bribing scientists

• DENY DENY DENY just like Big Tobacco, DDT, thalidomide, Agent Orange and everything else that's

been killing us over the last century

Monsanto is now the No. 1 most hated corporation in America. The company's nickname is MonSatan.

It is the destructive force behind the lobbying of the USDA, FDA, scientists and politicians that have all

betrayed the American people and given in to genetically modified seeds.

These seeds, some of which grow their own toxic pesticides right inside the grain, are a form of

chemical brutality against children and adults. This is "child abuse" at its worst. It's an abuse of all

humans. It is the most serious crime ever committed against nature and all of humankind.

Science for sale

That's what you get with payola science ... science "for sale" to wealthy corporations. Nearly all the

studies that somehow conclude GMO are safe were paid for by the biotech industry. Every one of those

studies is unreliable and most likely fraudulent. Every scientist that conducts "research" for Monsanto is

almost certainly a sellout at minimum... and more likely a jackal operative working for an industry of

death.

Corporate science is fraudulent science. When enough money is at stake, scientists can be

bought off to even declare smoking cigarettes to be safe. And they did, throughout the 1950's, 60's

and 70's. Some of those very same scientists are now working for the Monsantos of the world, peddling

their scientific fraud to the highest bidder (which always happens to be a wealthy corporation).

There is no poison these scientists won't promote as safe -- even "good for you!" There is no limit to

their evil. There are no ethics that guide their actions.

GMO-promoting scientists are the most despicable humanoid creatures to have ever walked the

surface of this planet. To call them "human" is an insult to humanity. They are ANTI-human. They are

demonic. They are forces of evil that walk among the rest of us, parading as authorities when in their

hearts and souls they are actually corporate cowards and traitors to humankind. To pad their own

pockets, they would put at risk the very future of sustainable life on our planet... and they do it

consciously, insidiously. They feed on death, destruction, suffering and pain. They align with the

biotech industry precisely because they know that no other industry is as steeped in pure evil as the

biotech industry. GMO pushers will lie, cheat, steal, falsify and even mass-murder as many people as it

takes to further their agenda of total global domination over the entire food supply... at ANY cost.

This is war at the genetic level. And this kind of war makes bullets, bombs and nukes look downright

tame by comparison. Because the GMO war is based on self-replicating genetic pollution which

has already been released into the environment; into the food supply; and into your body.

The hundreds of millions of consumers who eat GMO are being murdered right now, with every meal

they consume... and they don't even know it. GMO-pimping scientists are laughing at all the death

they're causing. They enjoy tricking people and watching them die because it makes their sick minds

feel more powerful. These were the geeks in school who were bullied by the jocks. But now, with the

power of genetic manipulation at their fingertips, they can invoke their hatred against all humankind

and "bully" the entire world with hidden poisons in the food. That makes them smile. It's the ultimate

revenge against a world that mistreated them in their youth. Death to everyone!

Society must respond in defense of life on Earth

The sheer brutality of what the GMO industry has committed against us humanity screams out for a

decisive response. It is impossible to overreact to this. No collective response goes too far when

dealing with an industry that quite literally threatens the very basis of life on our planet.

To march government SWAT teams into the corporate headquarters of all GMO seed companies and

shut down all operations at gunpoint would be a mild reaction -- and fully justified. To indict all biotech

CEOs, scientists, employees and P.R. flacks and charge them with conspiring to commit crimes against

humanity would be a small but important step in protecting our collective futures. To disband all these

corporations by government order have their assets seized and sold off to help fund reparations to the

people they have harmed is but a tiny step needed in the defense of life.

The truth is that humanity will never be safe until GMO seed pushers and manufacturers are

behind bars, locked away from society and denied the ability to ever threaten humanity again.
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behind bars, locked away from society and denied the ability to ever threaten humanity again.

What the Nuremberg trials did to IG Farben and other Nazi war crimes corporations, our own

government must now do to Monsanto and the biotech industry.

It is time for decisive intervention. Monsanto must be stopped by the will of the People. The mass

poisoning of our families and children by an evil, destructive corporation that seeks to dominate the

world food supply must be halted.

The GMO debate is over. The horrors are now being revealed. The truth can no longer be hidden, and

the reaction from the public cannot be stopped.

Prediction: Activist attacks on GM seeds and the criminals
who promote them

The era of GMO deception is history. A food revolution is upon us. And if governments will not halt the

mass poisoning of our world by evil corporations, I have no doubt that the People will, by themselves,

eventually invoke other necessary methods of halting this great evil.

I predict a future where -- and for the record I DO NOT encourage this -- shipments of GM seeds to

farmers are raided and destroyed by activists. I predict Monsanto employees being publicly named and

shamed on websites. I predict -- but DO NOT CONDONE -- scientists who conduct research for

Monsanto being threatened, intimidated and even physically attacked. Again, for the record, I DO NOT

IN ANY WAY condone such behavior, but I predict it will emerge as an inevitable reaction to the

unfathomable evil being committed by the GMO industry and all its co-conspirators. The "Army of the

12 monkeys" may become reality. (See the sci-fi movie "12 monkeys" starring Brad Pitt and Bruce

Willis.)

What we are fighting for here is the protection of our species. We are fighting for the sanctity of life on

our planet. Those who threaten that life must be stopped from continuing to harm us. This evil must be

put back in its box and prevented from ever threatening us again.

Even Congress is starting to state the obvious on how evil Monsanto really is. Just yesterday,

Congressman Dennis Kucinich demanded GMO labeling in a powerful speech. Watch that at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4J_YvtbSSqg

Also, watch this video of the French scientists discussing how GMOs and Roundup caused grotesque

cancer tumors to grow in mice:

Shocking new findings on GM corn, Monsanto, Roundup

tv.naturalnews.com
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• Monsanto: The world's poster child for corporate

manipulation and deceit

• Just Say No to GMO music video features Health

Ranger rapping about dangers of genetically modified

foods
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LynnMarie Miller ·  ·  Top Commenter · Norton Shores · 255 subscribers

Several weeks ago I had a conversation with a nice elderly lady who has a son who is a scientist for MonSatan. He

works on one of the farms in Iowa and has warned his elderly parents to "never consume GMO's."

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 5 hours ago

Subscribe

15

Andrea Legeny ·  Top Commenter

My God! How can someone work for a company after knowing and realizing what you are doing...

Reply ·  · Like · about an hour ago3

Paul Kiel Smith ·  Top Commenter

eat organic or expect to have low sperm count and a big tumor somewhere. sorry to be blunt. lets just all go hard

on eating as much organic as we can. we can do our part best that way.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 5 hours ago7

Jim Smith ·  Top Commenter

Time to take'em down just like Big Tobacco.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 7 hours ago

View 1 more

6

Yvonne Gougelet ·  ·  Top Commenter

Was big tobacco ever really taken down? no. how will these guys?

Reply ·  · Like · 6 hours ago

Subscribe

2

Jim Smith ·  Top Commenter

It brought awareness if anything and after their day in front of Congress, their sales were never the

same. Snuffed out no, but surely damaged as they lost much of their lobbying power in congress due

to representatives not wanting to be associated with that industry once the truth came out. 

This article explains in detail their fall:

http://edition.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/06/19/tobacco.decline/

Reply ·  · Like · 6 hours ago3

Jim Smith ·  Top Commenter

And of course the war will never be over, thats what Freedom is all about - fighting for it.

Reply ·  · Like · 6 hours ago4

Harman Usher · Bournemouth

Perhaps arresting and forcing this scum to take it's own medicine would surely bring an end to Monsatan and it's

corporate greed.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 3 hours ago5
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Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 3 hours ago5

Amanda Alis Volat Propriis ·  Top Commenter · Works at Being a mommy

Monsatan, you're going down.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 7 hours ago5

Jason Alan · Cleveland

My bunny says NO to legislatively monopolized munchies!

Reply · Like · 2 hours ago

David John ·  Top Commenter

I hope people have started realizing that there exist powerful and intelligent people that want rapid depopulation

combined with concentrated populations/megalopolises, and they usually get what they want. Look into Agenda 21,

the people who write this basically count on most people being too distracted/apathetic to take notice.

" Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a very early age, to produce the sort of character and the sort

of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and any serious criticism of the powers that be will become

psychologically impossible. Even if all are miserable, all will believe themselves happy, because the government will

tell them that they are so.” - Bertrand Russell: The Impact of Science on Society.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 5 hours ago4

David Anderson ·  ·  Top Commenter · Warrenton

If people refused to purchase GM products, they would be out of business. They can't hide it anymore..spread the

word to reject conventionally grown foods.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 5 hours ago

Subscribe

4

Karen Ladd

I do believe the tide is turning :) Spread the word folks because Americans are waking up! They have seen too

many of their loved ones die from, or loose everything to cancer. I myself will not support any politician that takes

their blood money.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 3 hours ago4

Michael Gmirkin ·  Top Commenter · Full-Time Office Support at Self-Determination Resources, Inc.

Not to bolster Monsanto in any way shape or form. I think they've bullied just about everyone and done some evil

evil things. BUT... Can we take ONE study on ONE specific GM organism and apply the results of that single study

to ALL genetic modification? I suggest we cannot.

It certainly shows that the specific modifications in Monsanto's GM corn is toxic. Wasn't that the one where they

basically inserted a gene to produce insecticide or something? I mean, DUH, of course that's going to be poisonous.

(And didn't the insects develop immunity over time? We on he other hand don't...)

But, again, can the results of a single study on one particular GM crop be logically extended to all other crops

regardless of the specifics of what modifications are made? I say we can't. BUT, we should certainly enforce more

rigorous testing before...See More

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 4 hours ago3

David Drew

GM food works both ways. Either it will fail and kill a lot of people, or it will work and feed all the people

that failed to die! A win-win situation for the puppet masters.

Reply ·  · Like · 4 hours ago3

Fida Ayat Iris

I'd like to see people take action, myself included!

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 6 hours ago3

Juin Gibson

While I support your premise I would be like to know what material you have referenced. At present it reads like a

rant and I think this detracts from the very important points made here.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 4 hours ago2

Hatakah Enkimdu ·  Top Commenter · Hartford

"GMO-pimping scientists are laughing at all the death they're causing. They enjoy tricking people and

watching them die because it makes their sick minds feel more powerful. These were the geeks in

school who were bullied by the jocks."

This is INDEED a rant...a projection, really, as these scientists very likely don't really care all that

much. He's behaving ust like his benefactor Alex Jones, and he loses credibility every time he

sensationalizes. But then again, he IS "controlled opposition" you know.

Reply ·  · Like · about an hour ago1

Poca Hontas

Doesn't look like it's hitting the dustbin anytime soon, Obama appointed a Monsanto exexutive as the Food Czar.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 6 hours ago1

Muriel Welter ·  · BEd (Bachelor of Education)

It's time the public know the truth about GMO foods. Do you part to inform others!

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · about an hour ago

Subscribe

1

Hanna Brandli · Fremantle Technical College

Scary stuff!

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · 5 hours ago1

Michael D. Robinson ·  ·  Top Commenter

!

Reply · Like · Follow Post · 6 hours ago

Subscribe
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